
There are many career options to be considered for
Decorative Designers. Your opportunity can begin with
Mariposa Painting & Decorating Canada.



The path to
success.

Most
designers
began their
career path
with us.

Mariposa Painting & Decorating Canada

Our objective

Your potential

Our objective is to provide the essential
training necessary for a designer to evolve
their skills and then transition to becoming a
greater status as a Mariposa Premier Designer.

Our designers share a passion to redefine
what’s creatively possible. Join us and you can
help define the future of the company.
Whether your design expertise can be best
applied to painting and decorating, or you
benefit from created opportunities to learn
more, you can always grow and contribute
with no limitation. Your future can begin here.

Every day across Canada, Mariposa's Decorative
Designers define the future of the property
improvement industry. Our designers’ aptitude,
talent, skills and passion for crafting the best
service solutions in the industry allow us to excel
as a company. If you have a creative mind, perhaps
are even an innovator; you also have the ambition
to evolve into a well recognized designer, then all
of such opportunities can be embraced and
pursued within Mariposa Painting & Decorating.
Your promising future is waiting.



General Decorator
1st Level of Expertise.

A General Decorator performs the tasks of decorative

painting that includes the application of wallcoverings,

and taking the lead with murals and artisan techniques.

Additionally, General Decorators must master their skills

as a specialized painter and will frequently participate in

a variety of painting projects. 

The Design Experts
The types of decorators.

There are three types of decorators and levels of expertise within Mariposa Painting &
Decorating Canada. Decorators can continually evolve their skills and advance their
careers to the most elite level of Premier Designer.

Decorative Designer
2nd Level of Expertise.

A Decorative Designer performs the tasks of consultation

and the project management of projects that include

decorating. The authority of a Decorative Designer on a

project exceeds painters. A decorative Designer is

ultimately responsible for all product ordering, delivery,

and arrangement. Decorative Designers are both

motivated and requested to evolve their skills in the

areas of commercial and industrial property design.  

Premier Designer
3rd Level of Expertise.

A Premier Designer performs the tasks of managing the

most evolved projects that include all decorating aspects

and components of home makeover and commercial

property enhancement. Premier Designers have

advanced their capabilities that involve architecture and

structural design that extends across all service areas of

residential, commercial, and industrial property

improvement and development projects.




